> Solution Brief

Zero-Touch Deployments with Uplogix

Uplogix is easy to manage, deploy, and update
Zero-Touch Deployment enables plug and play setup of Uplogix Local Managers (LMs) in the field using the Uplogix Control
Center (UCC) element manager in the NOC. Standard configurations can be set up once in the UCC, and then applied to
multiple remote LMs for truly turnkey deployment.

How it Works
An LM with factory settings will use DHCP and DNS to automatically find and begin communicating with the UCC. Once an LM
is communicating with the UCC, a network administrator can move the LM into an inventory group where the LM will inherit
configurations. This functionality eliminates the need to preconfigure an LM before sending it to a remote site, as well as the
need to have networking experts onsite when deploying a new LM.

ONSITE: SETUP
There are two network requirements that need to be in place before beginning the deployment of the LM:
XX

Ensure DHCP is enabled on the network port to be connected to the LM

XX

Create a DNS entry to resolve uplogix-control-center.[DHCP-provided domain] to the Uplogix Control
Center

THE LOCAL MANAGER
Getting an Uplogix Local Manager deployed requires some basic “racking and stacking” steps:
1.1

Simply rack the Uplogix LM, plug in network and power, and power on.

2.2

Once the machine has booted, connect a network cable. Now the Zero-Touch begins.

3.3

The LM will receive an IP address and connect to the UCC automatically using a “heartbeat.” The heartbeat is
how Uplogix syncs information between LMs and the UCC—both in Zero-Touch Deployments as well as regular
operations. Heartbeats are always initiated by the LM and can be in-band or out-of-band.
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IN THE NOC: UPLOGIX CONTROL CENTER
The Uplogix Control Center is a single pane of glass
to manage the entire Uplogix deployment. The UCC
manages device inventory in a Parent/Child structure
where children inherit properties from the parent unless
explicitly denied.
The UCC will recognize the heartbeat of an unconfigured
LM and add it to an “Unassigned” group in the UCC’s
inventory page. Using the UCC’s hierarchy, or tree
structure, an administrator can place the unconfigured
child LM into a parent group where it will automatically
inherit all of the appropriate configurations.
These configs can include options like AAA settings (IP,
shared secrets, DNS, NTP, SNMP, etc.), banners, syslog,

Uplogix Local Manager turnkey deployement
requires only a few basic steps.

environmental thresholds, and many more. The ability to
inherit configs ensures that it’s easy to standardize your
deployment.
Hierarchical groupings by geography, location type,
security levels, or whatever other breakouts that make
sense for your environment allow you to quickly and
accurately manage the deployment.
With each LM heartbeating to the Control Center at a
preconfigured interval, any subsequent config changes
are also automatically inherited. This makes it possible
to rapidly push broad—or targeted—changes to your
Uplogix deployment.
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Application Examples
GETTING STARTED WITH UPLOGIX
Drop-ship Uplogix Local Managers to all your remote sites. Onsite IT personnel add the LM to the network rack
and power it on. Next, they connect it to the local network where the LM connects to the Uplogix Control Center.
NOC personnel add the LM to a branch office group. The LM receives its configuration automatically. Next, the
onsite staff connects the console ports of the branch office networking stack to the LM. The LM can be configured
to pull current running configurations and start monitoring.

TACACS SERVER CHANGES
Making changes to devices impacted by a change to a TACACS server is a hassle. With Uplogix, updating the
entire deployment of LMs is simple. Just make the change to the configuration in the UCC, and the changes are
pushed automatically to appropriate devices in the hierarchy.

SECURITY HOLE DISCOVERED
When a breach is discovered, time is of the essence. Changes to security settings can be pushed from the Uplogix
Control Center in a matter of moments, locking down your network or closing off specific devices or functionality.
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